Lay the face frame flat with the grooves facing upward.

Screw the metal clips into the predrilled holes noting that all but the base bracket face inward.

Run a glue line along the groove in the face frame.

Slide the side panel into the groove locking the metal clips into place.
 Insert the male bracket into the female bracket.

 Slide the bottom panel into the grooves of the side panels and screw into place.

 Attach the metal L brackets to the back panel of the cabinet in the predrilled holes.

 Lay the back panel onto the side panels with the metal brackets facing inward. Be sure to slide the lip on the back panel into the groove on the side panels.

 Secure the body of the cabinet with a clamp.

 Attach the wooden corner supports using the screws provided.
Lay the metal glides into place on the metal L brackets at the back of the cabinet.

Secure the metal glides to the cabinet body.

Remove the drawer from the packaging.

Attach the glides to the metal hinges.

Ensure the drawer opens and closes.

Center the face plate over the opening of the drawer.

Attach the face plate to the drawer front.